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About Us

Strategic Priorities: Improved quality of life for clients and community members;
evidence-based approach to understanding community needs; capacity building for
sustainability and organizational resilience.
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2014 has been an exciting year! And busy…
With the creation of The Neighbourhood Group we have brought together
two distinguished and long-serving organizations to better serve our
clients. We’ve brought together dedicated professionals who have
worked hard to establish the new culture that harmonizes the best in
both of our founding roots.
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The members of the Board are very proud of the even richer palette of
services we are now able to offer to families, newcomers, teens, and seniors
- to our community.

Success at The Neighbourhood Group is measured in many ways.
Thanks to our wonderful staff and volunteers who make TNG a place
that the community can call their own:
•

969 dedicated Volunteers donated 31,076 hours of service, contributing
to a more vibrant and richer community.

•

19,940 Transportation Support trips got people to medical appointments,
recreation events, housing searches or food shopping.

•

25,287 nutritious meals were delivered to 235 Meals on Wheels clients,
mostly seniors or people with disabilities.

•

We ensured that 11,000 homeless people got identification documents
through our PAID program. Getting birth certificates and OHIP cards
are a big step in moving forward.

•

57 young women and men completed the 12-week pre-employment
Youth Works Program. The program includes a two-month placement
and valuable hands-on experience.

•

We provided 270,524 hours of support to over 1,700 clients in their
homes. Did you know that our service area for our personal support
services and homemaking programs now extends from Victoria Park
in the east to Dovercourt Rd in the west?

•

Over 400 women gathered at CNH to not only commemorate the
Montreal tragedy of December 6 but to celebrate each other’s
strengths and to commit to a world free from violence against
women.

We can happily report that your Board has united in a true spirit of cooperation to establish a solid governance model
for the prudent oversight of The Neighbourhood Group in all its constituent parts. We know that all the staff share that
same spirit of cooperation, and everyone has been incredibly hard working in making our goals achievable.
The Board plans a Fall 2015 retreat to refine the positive findings of the past year and to look to our future. We look
forward to reporting back.
On behalf of all members of the Board, we would like to recognize the efforts of the staff. Everyone was called upon
to perform beyond usual expectations. And everyone’s effort is appreciated by the Board. Our thanks go out to our
devoted Executive director, Liz Forestell, the members of the senior management team, and our many dedicated
front-line workers.
We know that the demand for service always grows. We came together to meet that growing need. This year’s
accomplishments have provided a firm foundation for the further growth we inevitably will experience. Thanks
again.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Christie - Co-Chair				Tim Hughes - Co-Chair

“A comprehensive amalgamation and harmonization plan is being used to guide the
joining of the organizations. The new organization has increased the geographic area
of services and diversified the menu of services provided. The plan fully addresses
governance, financial, operations, and organizational culture, and the new strategic
and risk management plan are guided by the amalgamation plan.” - CARF International
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Messages

Our Mission: To provide exemplary services that proactively and innovatively
respond to community needs.

Governance

Message from the Executive Director

The July 1, 2014 amalgamation to form The Neighbourhood Group (TNG) began with the volunteer Boards of
Directors, who are accountable to our funders, donors and our community. In order to retain the expertise and
representation of both the CNH and NLSS boards, it was decided to invite all existing members to form the new
TNG board, and unanimously agreed that executives would be combined for the first years. While two Co-Chairs,
four Vice Chairs, one Treasurer and one Secretary might seem like a lot, it has been invaluable to have this collective
wisdom guiding us through the first year of TNG.

Welcome to our first Annual Report as The Neighbourhood Group (TNG)! It has certainly been
an eventful year since Neighbourhood Link Support Services (NLSS) and Central Neighbourhood
House (CNH) came together to form this wonderful new agency, while still keeping our identities
and histories intact. It was an intense, invigorating and inspirational process, with staff and Boards
working together in a great spirit of collaboration.

The Board is responsible for defining the goals and work of the organization, and for the overall health and
progress of TNG. The Board governs through policies that set the organizational goals, the processes to achieve
those goals, and management limitations. The Executive Director is responsible for managing the organization
to meet the set goals, and reports to the full Board on those issues. The Board annually reviews the Strategic
Plan, risk management and operational accomplishments. The TNG Board meets six times a year, and engages
in an annual self-evaluation process.

Along with the day-to-day activities of both organizations, we began immediately to work
on bringing together our administrative functions, with the integration of our Human
Resources and Finance departments, and working with our Unions, CUPE 4308 and CUPE
3202, to develop interim agreements while we await a new process of collective bargaining. As
if that wasn’t enough, we began in the Fall to prepare for our first CARF International Accreditation survey as TNG. In
June of 2015, we were surveyed on over 1,200 standards, and passed with flying colours to be accredited for another
three years. This was our first major project as an amalgamated entity, and I was overwhelmed by the cooperative
efforts and collective commitment to excellence the hardworking staff of both agencies brought to the table.

New Directors are elected at the Annual General Meeting each year.* The Board reviews upcoming vacancies,
identifies gaps in expertise, perspective and diversity, and makes recommendations for recruitment. Once elected,
new Directors are given a thorough orientation, as well as access to educational opportunities throughout the year.
The Board is committed to preparing existing Directors for future leadership positions, and the adherence to a solid
Board succession plan applies to Board membership and to committee membership, Board and committee chairs
and executive officer positions.
*Note: Because TNG began with 21 board members, it was decided to allow that number to reach the ideal number
(15) by attrition, so that recruitment activities are suspended until that time.

The year has not been without sadness. In October we lost a long-time employee, Teejay Cormier, who staffed the
Reception desk for CNH for 12 years. In March we were again shocked to hear of the passing of Silva Eski, who had
been Budget Analyst at NLSS for 17 years. They are both much missed by all who knew them.
The positive approach and generous spirit of all players has made my job easier; I especially want to thank NLSS staff
and board for the warm welcome and helpfulness they extended as I took on my expanded role.
Respectfully Submitted,

Directors must be members in good standing of the organization, and can be nominated by any other member
in good standing.

Elizabeth Forestell - Executive Director

Board of Directors 2014-2015
Mary Christie (Co-Chair) Tim Hughes, (Co- Chair); Jason Balgopal, Vice Chair, Marguerite Rea, Vice Chair, Mete Yorgan, Vice Chair; Philip
Fernandez, Vice Chair; Jennifer Rae, Secretary; Bob Gore, Treasurer; Lloyd Ilekys; Ruth Lee; Atrisha Lewis; Maureen Armstrong; Frank
Clarke; Ireen Wieditz; Samira Viswanathan; Thierry Kagubari, Chris Lawrence, Leanne Mongiat, Pat Dann; Abdi Adow; Ahmed Hussein

“There is a sense of pride among clients, support systems, personnel and outside

stakeholders ... frequent comments included feeling privileged to be connected with
TNG.” - CARF International

Active Committees in 2014:
Executive: Mary Christie (Co-Chair), Tim Hughes (Co-Chair), Jason Balgopal, Philip Fernandez, Marguerite Rea, Mete Yorgan, Bob Gore,
Jennifer Rae, Elizabeth Forestell (ex officio)
Finance: Bob Gore (Chair), Tim Hughes, John Peltier, Elizabeth Forestell (ex officio)
Innovations Fund: Ruth Lee (Chair), Edwin Huang, Pamela Gawn, Philip Unrau, Elizabeth Forestell (ex officio)
Fundraising Working Group (ad-hoc): Maureen Armstrong (Chair) Frank Clarke, Jennifer Rae, Philip Unrau, Susan Clarke, Elizabeth Forestell
Integration (ad-hoc): Tim Hughes (Co-Chair) Mary Christie (co-chair) Jason Balgopal, Bob Gore, Samira Viswanathan, Atrisha Lewis,
Marguerite Rea, Mete Yorgan, Mary McGowan, Elizabeth Forestell
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Messages

Governance

Risk Management

Treasurer’s Report

The Neighbourhood Group carries out a comprehensive risk management assessment every six months. The
report is generated by senior management and shared with the Board at their next meeting, or sooner if any
urgent or catastrophic issue is identified.

The Neighbourhood Group has now completed its first fiscal year as the amalgamated operations of Central
Neighbourhood House Association (CNH) and Neighbourhood Link Support Services (NLSS).

TNG recognizes the following key risks to the organization:
Less than 8% of our budget is devoted to administration. This inhibits developing a robust infrastructure to be
proactive in the areas of research and development, communications and fundraising. It creates stress for senior
managers who need to fill these roles as well as managing their programs. It means we may miss opportunities to
enhance programs and services, get our message out and respond to environmental changes. The amalgamation
has somewhat mitigated this, and we have been able to devote some resources to research and development.
However, ongoing funding pressures persist.
More than 90% of our funding now comes from various Ministry of Health-funded streams, most of which have
been frozen for the past four years. Our costs continue to rise for these programs, exacerbated in the past
year by the only partially-funded Personal Support Worker (PSW) wage enhancement. We now wait to hear
what changes may come about when we renew contracts in March 2016, when we will need to re-evaluate
our options.
A significant portion of our costs relate to child care services. Ontario’s decision to have all day kindergarten
(for children 3.8 years and older) took over half of the pre-school children out of our daycare. Since their
care is at a lower cost, we are left with an imbalance that threatens our ability to provide this program in a
cost-effective way. Constructively, we opened a before-and-after program (which has a lower cost to operate
relative to revenue) in 2014, and continue to whittle costs in the rest of the program while maintaining the
highest standards.

Despite the significant added complexity brought on by the bringing together of these two organizations under
The Neighborhood Group banner, the financial results of the component organizations and the resultant combined organization completed its first amalgamated year of operations with an approximately break-even net
operating income result. Expectations for the upcoming year also appear stable as we move forward. Freezes
in significant components of our funding remains a challenge.
Our financial position reflects reserves sufficient to support continuing program activities as well as to allow
new initiatives to be taken where the opportunity for program enhancement arises.
Our long-term goal is to increase these reserves through fundraising in our affiliated charitable Foundation and
Trust, to provide added support for program enrichment, added flexibility in the services we provide to our
clients and to assist should program funding be more uncertain in the future .
It has been and will continue to be my honor to be part of this organization that I see as key to meeting the
needs of those in need in the neighborhoods we serve.
Sincerely,
Robert Gore - Treasurer

Government decisions always affect us in unexpected ways. The mandatory wage enhancements for PSWs and
Child Care staff, in addition to adding a financial burden not fully funded by government, play havoc with our
wage grids, introducing imbalance and flattening rates between positions that have very different responsibilities
and qualifications. This will create ongoing challenges in negotiations with our bargaining unit.
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Finance

Managing Risk

Finance

Finance
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Communit y Progr ams

“The best thing about the community programs is
their wide scope and vision and the ability to change
quickly in order to reflect the wants and needs of the
community.” - Edwin Huang, Staff
Learning about healthy food and lifestyles, obtaining replacement
identification, teaching grassroots advocacy, offering free income tax
clinics, assisting with family concerns or establishing a community dinner
are initiatives that form the broad umbrella of Community Programs.
Working with partner agencies
in the neighbourhood, we unite
to tackle similar goals - from
providing direct service (Easy Access Voicemail, computer access),
organizing community festivals, sitting on network committees to
spearheading such special projects as community gardening, weekly
family fitness and inter-generational dragon boat racing. Our Action
for Neighbourhood Change (ANC) program brings together residents,
service providers, local businesses and community groups in the Taylor Massey area to help build a healthier place to live. The ANC staff
work with residents to turn their ideas for positive change into action
to create a strong, engaged neighbourhood.
Every Thursday night, people gather at 10 Gower St for a
healthy and delicious meal. Our clients are the working
poor, single moms, teens, elderly, the homeless, and they
all come to eat a hot home-cooked dinner. It’s a sit-down
dinner where clients are served by volunteers in a welcoming
and caring space. Thanks to our partnership with Second
Harvest and the wise use of limited resources we’re able to
provide a variety of healthy, nutritious and balanced meals.

Keeping the Essentials Accessible
“TNG demonstrates a strong commitment to advocacy for clients …” - CARF International
For both CNH and NLSS, helping people wherever they are, with whatever they need, is a priority. For many
of our program users, life hasn’t been simple, and they have found themselves without some of the essentials
many of us take for granted – like adequate shelter, a way to communicate, and even evidence of our existence.
We try to help with that.
In partnership with the City of Toronto, our Street Survivors program ensures that previously homeless women and
men, recently housed, have the supports and services in place to help them thrive in their new community. And the
supports are so varied – connecting to food banks, medical and dental services, tax clinics and establishing income
supports. With these supports in place, clients succeed in their new beginnings.
If you’re 55+ and have lived in homeless shelters on the street for much of your adult life, it may feel like there’s
not much of a future ahead. Our Vulnerable Seniors program was developed because of this largely ignored
community. We give some much-needed help to those now seeking help and looking to stabilize their lives,
especially around housing. We’ve built up valuable partnerships with both Toronto Community Housing and
private landlords and assist these clients to locate appropriate and affordable housing. As our population ages
this program will only grow larger and we’ll see an increase in need.

We have over 40 PAID clinic sites in the GTA, and we serve approximately 11,000
homeless people annually.
Across the GTA over 11,000 people a year use our Partners for Access and Identification (PAID) program getting
the identification they need to access health care and determine income eligibility. Life on the streets can be
rough. ID is often lost or stolen, and without a birth certificate, health card or social insurance number it’s
impossible to access basic services or find employment.
Our Easy Access Voicemail program was developed over 20 years ago as a pilot to assist those who may not
otherwise have access to a phone. Finding employment or housing, or keeping in touch with healthcare supports and family is difficult without this basic tool. It’s a low-cost way to access phone messages 24-hours a
day, every day, and it’s completely private and personal – with a personal message and unique 10-digit phone
number. The service is still widely used and our model has been replicated by other agencies across the City.

Sharing a meal around a table builds friendships, encourages
conversation and strengthens community.
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Communit y Progr ams

Meeting Community Needs

Children & Youth Progr ams

From infants in our Daycare to youth participating in leadership and civic
engagement opportunities, we provide programs where both children
and young people can grow -- physically, emotionally, intellectually and
socially. We provide safe spaces that are respectful and inclusive. As
they mature, we ask participants to help shape the programs so we can
continue to provide them with what they both want and need.
Ontario Street Daycare, Winchester Daycare, Kidz Klub, Kick Start and
Summer Day Camps meet the needs of our youngest community members. With our capacity increased this year to provide before-and-after
school care, our licenced childcare programs provide a high quality day of learning and fun for the children and
peace of mind for working parents.
This year, due to a generous grant from RBC, we were able to provide additional staff to
our Kick Start and Kidz Klub programs, and increase the number of participating kids.
The Kick Start Program for children and youth ages 7-18, offers homework assistance,
games and sports, arts and crafts, comedy, theatre, cooking and kick-boxing sessions,
while Kidz Klub serves 5-13-year-olds. Learning life skills and social values in a place
where they feel safe, children are exposed to new experiences they may not otherwise
have through fieldtrips, workshops and invited facilitators.
In 2014, many children had a head start and were able to get that little extra help
that’s sometimes so needed. A child whose family has recently arrived in Canada, or
one who’s just moved to a new school – these are some of the reasons children come
to our Tutoring Program – the demand is high and last year we helped 31 children,
all ages, all subjects. The program finished this school year with a waitlist, so
we’ve started an aggressive outreach campaign to the local high schools
for students to complete their community hours with us. The response
has been positive and we’re confident we’ll meet the increased demand.

In the underserviced Taylor Massey area, our Youth Outreach
Workers provide resources, initiatives and community programs
to provide support and assistance. The recent redevelopment in
Regent Park meant that some of our youth have been relocated.
We are addressing the slight decline in numbers by reaching out
to St. James Town in the north, and to the west, to bring in new
program members – and we are confident we’ll succeed.
We believe nutrition is an important part of growing up – healthy,
nutritious meals or snacks feature in all of our programs. Our
full-time Daycare Cook prepares meals daily for our two Daycare locations – both hot meals and snacks
throughout the day. And healthy snacks are front and centre for all of
our Youth Programs. It’s not just the girls doing the cooking or baking
– the Friday night Boyz 2 Men group have grown pretty comfortable
in the kitchen and a couple have recently expressed an interest in the
hospitality industry.

“I believe that the Boyz 2 Men Club is one of the best programs
available to the youth of this city. It has the ability to change
people’s lives for the best …” - Paul Gilmore, Volunteer

As our youth mature we meet their needs with a range of programs, both
recreational and learning-based. The Weekend Recreation Club, First Fire
Dancers, Boyz 2 Men, Youth Outreach, Diverse & Divine Dance Club are
designed to meet needs at all stages of growth and development.

“Being part of the dance group gave me an opportunity
to speak up and help the others learn the choreography
– I didn’t think I could ever lead a group…” - MJ
10
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Children & Youth Progr ams

Shaping Our Future

EMployment Services

Settling In

Through the Neighbourhood Link group of services, TNG provides a wide range of employment programs, from
general assessment, preparation, resume building and job hunting support to specialized services for youth,
newcomers and people with special needs. We also work with employers to help them develop special initiatives
in their workplaces, host hiring fairs and support their staff. We try to meet the changing needs of the community
by being aware of opportunities to diversify and grow our programs.

Welcoming newcomers to Canada and to Toronto is something that TNG has been doing for a combined 145 years
- and it’s one of the things we do best.

One example is Moving Forward, currently the only program available through Toronto Employment & Social
Services (TESS) that provides support for clients facing mental and/or emotional barriers to meaningful
employment. We help clients to overcome these barriers using a holistic approach - addressing personal,
health, financial and employment related concerns. Through a series of workshops, group activities, guest
speakers and individualized support, we work collaboratively to develop a plan that addresses each participant’s
unique barriers, and work toward short-term and long-term workplace attachment. One of the best things about
the program is that clients tell us we offer a place that is safe, supportive and non-judgemental. Often times, the
relationships in their personal lives do not provide this. At Moving Forward, they are listened to and supported in
achieving their goals.
A client success story.
Omar has had over 25 years of work experience within the hospitality industry, but his struggle with mental
and emotional issues took a toll on his career and physical health. He had been on Ontario Works for some
time having been out of work for three years. Throughout the program, Omar learned various coping strategies
and tools, engaged in self-assessments and vocational testing, developed strong social connections with other
group members, and worked with program staff to determine his passion for helping others and his desire for a
career within the social services industry. In Omar’s mind, his age was one of his biggest concerns; he thought,
“I’m too old to change careers” and “It’s too late to go back to school.” We helped him to reframe these negative
thoughts and increase his levels of self-esteem and confidence. He then successfully completed the Transitions-to-Post
Secondary Education program offered at George Brown College - a one-year preparatory program for clients dealing
with mental health and/or addictions issues who are interested in returning to school/work. Today, Omar’s admission
to the Community Worker program at George Brown College is a true testament to the power of accessing appropriate
resources, self-motivation, hard work and overcoming barriers.
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Our Women’s Program puts hundreds of women in touch with each other and the wider community. Workshops
conducted in Tamil, Swahili, Bengali, Somali and Mandarin convey valuable information about how women can
communicate clearly with the people who can assist them -- teachers, doctors, lawyers and neighbours.
Newcomer Support programs help new arrivals to get their feet wet and understand and appreciate how things
work here. Activity-based programs include English-language conversation, computer training and skills to navigate
our local health and school systems.
A two-week Job Search Workshop for Newcomers, in partnership with the City of Toronto and Access Alliance,
offers a practical primer on how to enter the job market and meet the challenges ahead.
The six-week New Knowledge, New Steps for Newcomers is designed to support the overall transition to life in
Canada.
And because we are a multi-service agency, our focus is always on supporting the whole family.
In the coming year we will be doing something a little special with newcomers. In response to the current refugee
crisis, staff and volunteers of TNG will be coming together to sponsor a Syrian refugee family. If you would like to
support us please visit our website www.cnh.on.ca to click on the Make a Donation button. With your contribution,
you’ll become one of the Friends of The Neighbourhood Group.
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Se ttlEment Services

Getting to Work

Happenings

Happenings

Two cakes becoming one! Philip Unrau, Elizabeth Forestell and
Gerri Badcock cut celebratory cakes

Fresh from the ground - CNH Community Garden group visits
Chickabiddy Acres

The Mayors and I: a young participant is joined by Toronto
Mayors Barbara Hall, John Tory and Art Eggleton at The
Neighbourhood Game

25 years of Art, Dance, Music and Friendship: The Pui Hong
Seniors group celebrates their 25th anniversary

Neighbourhood Link staff and volunteers all ready for the
Danforth Christmas Parade

Ful-on brainstorming at the Bright Ideas Symposium

Let’s Ride! Kidz Klub participants test out the new bikes
assembled and donated to them by staff at RBC

Celebrating togetherness: The first Awards Dinner for staff of
The Neighbourhood Group
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IndependEnt Living

Home is where we hang our hats, raise families,
nurture friendships and look after one another. As
we age, it’s where we live to the fullest, happiest
and most independent extent possible. Everyone
deserves safe and affordable housing.
The Neighbourhood Group is proud to manage four
non-profit housing projects (both subsidized and
geared-to-income) in Toronto’s east end. We offer
an appropriate and responsive range of services,
depending on the needs of each client, including
24-hour care for fragile seniors and transitional
housing for those who need short term solutions.

The amalgamation of CNH and NLSS has given us an opportunity to enhance the range of services available
to both Neighbourhood Link and CNH program users. Our work in recent months has been to focus on how
we will reorganize program delivery to make more resources available to more people; the launch of our
Independent Living division on October 1, 2015 will begin a new way of working toward this goal.
Our staff are always looking for ways to advocate and assist our clients to stay at home where they are most
comfortable and most apt to remain happy and healthy. We look forward to our continued growth and ability to assist more people to experience the dignity and respect of aging in their environment of choice. We
are continually identifying problems and helping to find life-affirming answers. Some of the issues are more
complex and challenging. Treating each client with respect opens up the path to a workable solution

TNG’s caring staff become part of the extended
family by providing comfort, help with bathing
and dressing, access to home-cooked meals and
a friendly ride to the local barber or family G.P.
People with mobility or cognitive impairments
get special care and help in getting to Adult Day
Programs and other activities and appointments.
With the Community Care Access Centre, Local Health Integration Network and our community partners,
we visit over 1,400 people who are confined to their homes, providing personal care and homemaking,
escorting them home from hospital and helping them to settle in, and giving family caregivers a break
with our respite service. Very frail seniors who might otherwise be in extended care homes are supported
by our Akwasti program, with enhanced services. The STOP program solves a short-term need by pairing
specialized PSW support with seniors who need help to overcome hoarding or other problematic tendencies.
Our case workers coordinate care and services for our clients, counselling, supporting and connecting them to
the resources they need to stay healthy.
Many seniors living alone are phoned or visited every day. They appreciate the concern behind every
security check or reminder to take medication. In December, each of our clients is visited by a volunteer
with a special Holiday gift; for some, it’s all the holiday recognition they will have.

“The organization and clients are appreciative of the services provided by the Personal
Support Workers.” - CARF International
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IndependEnt Living

Living at Home with Dignity

Me als on WHeels

The True Davidson Meals on Wheels program has been serving Beaches and East York since 1973. After joining
NLSS in May 2014, it became a valuable part of the services offered by The Neighbourhood Group.
Meals on Wheels meets the nutritional needs of the seniors and disabled adults through delivering healthy,
balanced and diet-specific meals (hot and frozen). For many a long-term plan, the program is also available as
a short-term answer to those who need help when they are ill or recovering from surgery.
An added bonus is the human touch provided by volunteers, who combine the delivery of delicious, affordable
food with a friendly visit and the chance to catch up. Another useful aspect is the emergency protocol in cases
where clients are not at home as expected – we are able to follow up to ensure the client is safe and well.
Providing assistance to seniors in need is a rewarding feeling -- the direct interaction gives both staff and
volunteers satisfaction. Ongoing challenges of the program include meeting what we know will be an everincreasing demand; innovative steps must be taken to inspire, recruit, train and manage the volunteers who
are vital to the success of this program.
A client’s story.
“I have been a client of Meals on Wheels for the last few years. I was introduced to the program by my
best friend who was very worried about my decreasing ability to handle certain aspects of independent
living, especially shopping and preparing meals because of drastic changes to my health. Classified as
legally blind in 2008 and needing a walker in order to move about in the outside world made these tasks
nearly impossible. I’d had a couple of scary scalding accidents and was wary of wielding a knife with
severely arthritic fingers so was thrilled to be accepted as a client and assessed to be able to handle the
frozen meal plan. Suddenly, having a meal that aroused my curiosity, captivated my senses and nourished
me was a daily occurrence!
I love the variety and am very excited by the recent addition of dishes from other parts of the world. I’m
grateful the meals are delivered by such dedicated volunteers, usually the same person each week. It’s very
reassuring to be able to rely on knowing that the person who enters my home is familiar with my unique
situation. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share my story with others.” - Helena K, Client
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Sharing the Golden Years
Quality of life in the golden years is more than just having basic needs met. TNG
works to provide a wide range of social and recreational programs for seniors along
with the services provided in their homes. Our recent amalgamation will help us to
grow some of the programs previously offered only in one area of the city.
Affordable, accessible and engaging Adult Day Programs bring seniors together to
learn from each other and connect with the community, with wide-ranging activities
from fitness and fun to learning and day trips. ADP is offered six days per week, and
provides activities targeted to a range of interests, abilities and needs.
Our Elderly Persons Centres at four east end
locations provide drop-in programs that offer
a wide range of activities, including arts and
crafts, carpet bowling, yoga, conversation circle, games and celebrations,
along with a mid-day meal or snack. Among these, seniors can join cultural
programs like Pui Hong, with games, monthly lunches, music, art classes and
outings as members keep in touch through newsletters in Cantonese and
Mandarin. Pui Hong celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2015 with an amazing
day of music, dance, art and food!
Many seniors who live alone become bored, isolated and sometimes lose interest
in eating. Our Congregate Dining program brings people together on a regular basis
to share nutritious meals and camaraderie, and may encourage them to become
involved in other social activities.
As part of the Toronto Ride program, TNG provides affordable, accessible
transportation to seniors and people with disabilities across the city. This enhances
the ability to attend not only essential appointments but social gatherings and
programs that benefit wellbeing.
At TNG, we believe the senior years should be filled with friendship, beauty and
happiness. We try to add a little of all three to all of our program offerings.
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Seniors

Delivering Food and Friendship

AmAlg amation

On July 1, 2014. Neighbourhood Link Support Services and Central Neighbourhood House amalgamated
to form The Neighbourhood Group.
Central Neighbourhood House is a 104-year-old settlement house, built to address the abject poverty, inadequate
housing and lack of health care in Toronto’s downtown core, where many of the country’s newest citizens found
themselves. Over the years, CNH expanded its efforts to respond to neighbourhood needs like childcare, family
support, in home services and much more. Neighbourhood Link Support Services was created by a group of
concerned citizens in 1975, who were concerned about the isolation and lack of support experienced by many
of the city’s seniors. Since then, NLSS grew to address emerging neighbourhood needs with employment, child
and youth, cultural and an ever-growing range of seniors’ supports, including housing, communal dining and
Meals on Wheels.
After more than two years of discussion, negotiation, due diligence and planning, we combined our
strengths and resources, along with our identities, histories and community roles. The goal: to increase
our capacity to provide a wide range of high quality programs and services to a larger community, and to
work more effectively with our partners, government and funders to build a healthier Toronto.
Now just over a year later, we are well into the five-year plan for integration of our programs and processes.
In the first year our priority was to integrate our administrative and financial functions. We now operate
under one Executive office, with one Finance Department and one Human Resources Department. We are
still working on harmonizing policies and procedures, a process that will take some time. Our work with the
unions representing CNH and NLSS remains somewhat separate, as their process for merging has not concluded yet,
but we continue to work toward the day when we will have a single bargaining unit with a single collective agreement.

Our next phase involves bringing together our programs to form Knowledge Centres, based on needs of
the people we serve. We are starting with our group of programs that allow people to continue thriving
into their senior years, or when dealing with illness or disability. In October 2015, we will launch our new
Independent Living Division. In it you’ll find our wide range of senior’s programs, adult day programs,
supportive housing, congregate dining, Meals on Wheels, Ride program, personal support, homemaking
and respite services. In addition, we’ve built in a capacity for research and innovation, so we can always
be in a position to respond to the needs of our community, and the realities of our environment. We’re
very excited about uniting these programs, and the people who work so hard to provide them, to create
a stronger basket of services for our community.
Over the next four years we will work to develop the remaining Knowledge Centres focused on basic survival
needs like shelter and security; skill building; empowerment; and organizational functioning. Finally, we
are working on a new website that will be up and running in Fall 2015; while we are maintaining the NLSS
and CNH websites, the new Neighbourhood Group site will guide users to program and service areas that
are shared between the two.
The recent successful CARF accreditation underlined our staff’s capacity to enhance the scope and quality of
their programs, and our Board’s commitment to providing leadership to this new and vibrant organization.

“It is apparent that TNG is very committed to service excellence and that it is
its culture to do whatever is necessary to meet the needs of clients and other
stakeholders.” - CARF International
CHILDCARE SERVICES • CHILDREN AND YOUTH • COMMUNITY SERVICES
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES • FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES • HOUSING SERVICES
NEWCOMER SERVICES • SENIOR SERVICES
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AmAlg amation

Bringing it all Together

Qualit y & Innovation

Celebrating Our Heroes

The Neighbourhood Group (TNG) is committed to on-going improvement of quality services for clients, participants,
staff and external stakeholders. We strive for evidence and implementation of effective business practices including
fiduciary, human resources and administrative, all of which support the operational objectives of each program. TNG
leverages feedback from internal clients and reports, while also acknowledging the value of external feedback and
data to shape quality initiatives, with the goal of enhancing the overall client experience. Our commitment to quality
is highlighted by our participation in a rigorous accreditation process.

From the very beginning, volunteers have been integral to the work we do. When CNH opened its doors opened in
1911, it was with one paid staff and a handful of volunteers. And it was a group of concerned community members
who came together and volunteered their time and energy to found NLSS.

Accreditation
The ink had barely dried on the amalgamation agreement when it was time to strike our team to prepare for our
2015 CARF Accreditation survey. CARF International (Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities)
surveyors arrived in June to examine our policies, practices, communication, governance, human resources, data
management and many other aspects of the services we provide to people in their homes. For the first time, we
were bringing together teams from both CNH and NLSS to prepare for a survey of over 1,200 standards, including
our administrative and governance functions. We were delighted to find that we were awarded a three-year
accreditation, with exemplary compliance in the area of seeking input from stakeholders, based on our fabulous
yearly Bright Ideas Symposium. In 2018, we will be increasing the challenge when we expand our accredited
programs to include Adult Day Programs both at CNH and NLSS.
The full report will be posted on the TNG website in Fall 2015: www.theneighbourhoodgroup.org

Every volunteer is unique and brings individual skills and talents to the programs he or she supports. From art
therapy to visiting with a senior, coaching basketball to advising on legal issues, teaching boys how to cook to
tutoring children — volunteers enhance our programs and help participants engage in new experiences and
master new skills.
Some programs simply wouldn’t operate without their hard work, resourcefulness and dedication. Our Meals
on Wheels program relies heavily on volunteers and our Telephone Reassurance and Medication Reminders
involve long-term volunteers who connect with clients daily. Those who require that extra bit of support to get
to a medical appointment have the reassurance, warm smile and firm arm from our Escort and Transportation
Program volunteers – and it makes the going easier.
Volunteers are active in almost every program we provide. They govern the organization, work on committees,
raise funds and take our message out to the community. This year over 900 volunteers made our work possible.
Their value can’t be measured in the number of hours they’ve contributed or the tasks they accomplish and we
celebrate their contribution.

“Volunteering (as a tutor) has become the highlight of my week!” - Adrienne Ho, Volunteer

Innovation
In addition to achieving honourable mention on our CARF accreditation report, our Bright Ideas Symposium 2015
brought together a diverse group of thinkers from our community for the fourth year. It was a stimulating day of
brainstorming and hearing the stories of innovators from around the city. Some ideas from the day have already
taken root – like the incredibly successful Repair Café that will now be held at CNH on a regular basis.
In 2015, the Innovations Fund sponsored a multigenerational, multicultural Dragon Boat Team, our own
Community Wave! Led by CNH’s Edwin Huang, the team worked together from early spring toward their
participation in the Dominion Day Regatta. A fine time was had by all, from a 5-year-old to a 72-year-old,
and we are already excited about what ideas will come forward for our 2015 project!
To donate to the Innovations Fund, just mark your cheque ‘Innovations Fund’ or select Innovations Fund on the
CNH Canada Helps page. You can get there by clicking the Donate Now button at www.cnh.on.ca

“[The Bright Ideas Symposium]… is inclusive, is empowering, and ensures that funds are
available for innovation.” - CARF International
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Volunteers

Building Quality & Innovation

Donors & Funders

Our Programs and Services were provided with funding from, and in partnership with:
United Way of Toronto & York Region, City of Toronto, Toronto Central LHIN, Local Health Integration
Network, Community Resource Connections of Toronto, Centre for Independent Living Toronto, Heart
and Stroke Foundation, Human Resources Development Canada, Ministry of Health, Toronto Star Fresh
Air Fund, WeirFoulds LLP - The Rainbow Foundation, Employment Ontario, Service Canada, Royal Bank of
Canada (RBC), Trillium Foundation, Senior Link Foundation and CP24/CHUM Charitable Foundation.

The Neighbourhood Game Sponsors:
Absolute Bakery, BodySculpt, CWT Travel Source, Cycle Solutions, Del-Ray Cleaners Inc., Grinning Face Non- Dairy
Gelato, Health Service Centre Inc., Jet Fuel Café, McCarthy Tetrault LLP, McMillan LLP, MerryBerry Café + Bistro,
Nettleship’s Hardware, Pet Valu, Richard Silver, Royal Home Hardware, Shopper’s Drug Mart, St. Jamestown Steak
& Chops Ltd., The Daniels Corporation, The Epicure Shop, V. Tony Hauser Photographer

2014-2015 Gifts-In-Kind were provided by:
Accenture, Alan Forsyth, Art Gallery of Ontario, Associum, CIBC, CP24/CHUM, Enbridge, Hallmark, JP
Morgan, Kids Up Front, KPMG, Manulife Financial, Needlework Guild of Canada, Ontario Science Centre,
Pritchard Creative, Royal Bank of Canada, Shopper’s Drug Mart, St. Vincent DePaul Homes, Tam Heather
Curling Club, TD Bank, The Hunt Club, Toronto Transit Commission, Zeigler and Associates

Our Generous Donors:
Gloria Adams, Esther Alejo, Kim Allen, Geraldine Ambas, Paulette Andrade, Sharon Antaya, Robert Appleby,
Doug Archer, Maureen Armstrong, Lavell Baldock, Carole Baldwin, Jason Balgopal, Kirk Banton, Michael
C. Barnard, Irene Batna, David & Linda Bennett, Leah Black Hauser, Paul & Melanie Blochlinger, Shirley
Braithwaite, Cheryl Britton, Katherine Brown, David Brydges, John Burns, Robert Butler, Laura Campbell,
Fenghuan Cao, Pam Casey, Walter & Marion Cassels, Liane Catalfo, Darling Cater, Matthew L.O. Certosimo,
Chi-tat Otto Chan, Karen Chan, Yuet Sim Chan, Terence Chan, Dianne Chaput, Sally Chatfield, David Chau, Su
Lan Chen, Zhan Laing Chen, Feng Yi Chen, Shu Juan Chen, Zi Xia Chen, Marie Chenier, Sue Choi, Pek Va Choi,
Terrence Choo-Kang, Loi Chow, Doy Chow, Mary Christie, Frank Clarke, Doris Connors, Cory Cook, Danieluis
Corral, Frances Craig, Elizabeth Creighton, Robert Cronin, Jennifer Cruickshank, Charles Daffern, Joan Danard,
Maureen Dancy, Dora Dannette, Jean Dempsey, Eduardo Diaz, Susan Douglas, Alvin Douglas, Ronald Draycott,
Philomena Drazich, Jenny Du, Jean Agatha Eadie, Tom Edwards, Petr Ekimov, Josie Estareja, Margaret Fairborn,
Joycelyn Fernandes, Herman Ferrao, Doris Fiedler, Eileen Finlan, Kevin Fisher, Patricia Fleming, Elizabeth Forestell, Sue Franklin, Dolores Fraser, Peggy Frellick, Sylvia Fyfe, Roger & Deirdre Gallibois, Jean Galt, Pamela
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Gawn, Yi Juan Geng, Yvonne George, Mary Gerritsma, Martin Gladstone, Andrew Goh, Betty Gokool, Shirley
Goldenberg, Patricia Gordon, Bob Gore, Ann Graham, Hilda Grieve, David Gunnell, Kelly Gunnell, William
Hall, Patricia Hall, Ron Hamanaka, Burhaan Handulle, Shireen Harbin, Leslie Hart, Irene Theresa Hart, Jan HaskingsWinner, Brian Hawrysh, Anne Healy, Jane Hilton, Wendy A. Hobson, Julia Hoecke, Rick & Marta Holden, Don Holmes,
Bruce Hoogesteger, Susan House, Edwin Huang, Eric Hudson, J. Hundert, Marie L. Hunt, Phyllis Hydra, Joyce Ing,
Debra Ironside, Edith Ismael, Radivoj Janicijevic, Kathy Jay, Eline Jiang, Dale Johnston, Elizabeth Johnston,
Martha Juhasz, Jane Jung, Paul Kelly, Annie Mary Kerrigan, Sinh Hue Khiem, Victoria Knight, Chi Hing Lai, Huu
Thi Lam, Jerilynn Lamb, Amanda LaRonde, Paul Larsen, Siau Chan Lau, Caresse LeBlanc, David Lee, Donald
Lee, Bo Sing Lee, Dixon Lee, Will Leipciger, Sidney M. J. Lennox-King, Jane Lennox-King, Cathy Lesage, Csaba
Letenyei, Bettina Leung, Jeffrey Levitt, Sok Jing Lew, Kathryn Lewis, Wen (Wendy) Li, Andrea Lloyd, Elvis
Lopez, Joel Louiseize, Ron Lovelock, Gail Low, Khue Lu, Ming Lui, Jeanne Lumsden, Loretta Lundy, Pei Luo,
Thi Pha Ly, Marion M. Lynn, Jeff MacCheyne, Donnalu MacDonald, Myles Magner, Lisa Mak, Michael Marrin,
Robert Masching, Kim Maxwell, Douglas McArthur, Wendy McAulay, Elaine McCarthy, Clara McDaniel, Mary
McGowan, Heather McKaye, John McLaughlin, Robert McLellan, Marlene McNeil, Ana Mezquita-Appeltauer,
Eric Michalko, Kirsten Monaghan, Violeta Mondonedo, Marilyn Moore, E. Margaret Morris, Barbara-Anne Morton,
Connie Mucklestone, Toby Mullally, Irene Murphy, Bob Murphy, Glen Murray, Pierre Nadeau, Margaret K. Nagai,
Nancy Kreiger & Nahum Sloan, Lori Nave, Chor Fang Ng, Janny Ng, Devlan Nicholson, Gloria Nobert, Abdi Nur,
Peter Nurse, Kimberly O’Connell, Aileen O’Gorman, Troy Old, Amanda Olson, Katharine O’Reilly, Robert
Pang, Phebe Pang, Philemon Pang, Mike Panos, Chris Papadatos, Ann Partington, Janet Payne, Elisabeth
Peereboom, Deb Peltier, Karen Peltier, Keith Peltier, Sandra Peltier, R. Popiel, Doreen Potter, Leonard Power, Susan Pridham, Paul Proctor, Marion Quail, Wing Yee Quan, Millie Quigley, Jennifer Rae, John & Phyllis
Rae, Judith Rae, Lois Rae, Sally Ragudo, Tony Redmond, David Rennie, Joan Ridout, Claudia Ritchie, Patricia Rodgers, Nadia Rodrigues, Carol Ann Rooney, Freda Rout, Mah Salami, Debbie Scanlon, Alyson Schafer, Scott & Anne
Scheuermann, Gregory Scott, Jessica & Scott Seasholtz-Llewellyn, David Service, Andra Sheffer, Ryan Shewnarain, Patrick Shipton, Rosemary Shipton, Sou Peng Si, Birgit Siber, Ron Sluser, James & Leslie Snell, Iris Ruth
Spence, Catherine Steele, Christian Stouffer, Judy G. Street, Jianfeng (Jeff) Su, Moe Sukraj, Doreen (Mary)
Swann, Adelia Sweet, Helen Tan, Donna Taylor, Nu Thang, Rajeeve Thomas, Archie Thomas, Diane Thompson,
Ralph Thomson, Harry Thouvenot, E. Tingley, Eileen Tinney, Luu To, Jean Tom, John Tory, Mui Tran, Sumui
Tran, Huu Tran, Kinh Trieu, Tsvetelina Trifonova, Khanh Trinh, Kalsang Tsering, Tashi Tsering, Ernest Tucker,
James Turner, Philip Unrau, Tieu Anh Van, Robert Vander Vennen, Katherine Vice, Thiem Loc Vuong, Bill &
Susan Walker, Jen Walker, Philip (Li Hui) Wang, Maya Wanger, Maureen Whitehead, Doreen Wilson, Bik Ha
Wong, Kwong Sun Wong, Sukfong Wong, Lai Ha (Lily) Wong, Kim Yau, Maureen Yeoman, Elsa Yiu, Jiayun (Annie)
Zhang, Li Zhang, Vicki Ziegler, Rochelle Zorzi, Dale, the Estate of Gwen Kathleen Grills, the Estate of Margaret
G. Chambers, Beach Food Mart, Beach Metro Community News, Cabbagetown South Association, Global TV,
Golden Palm Maintenance Ltd., Great-West Assurance, Imperial Oil, John Howard Society of Toronto, Kingston Road United Church Women, Presteign – Woodbine United Church, MDC Partners Inc., the Royal Bank of
Canada, Spruce Court Co-Operative, Tam Heather Curling Day Ladies and numerous Anonymous donors.
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Donors & Funders

A Big Thank You!

Progr ams & Services

Adult Day Programs
Frail Elderly and Cognitively Impaired - NLSS
Stroke Survivors - CNH
Children & Youth Services
Boyz 2 Men – CNH
Childcare – CNH
Girls Night – CNH
Girls Dance Club – CNH
Kick Start – NLSS
Kidz Klub – CNH
Leaders in Training (LIT) – CNH
Summer Camp – NLSS & CNH
Tutoring – CNH
Youth Outreach Program – NLSS
Weekend Recreation – CNH
Community Development
Action for Neighbourhood Change (ANC) – NLSS
Community Access Program (CAP) – CNH
Community Garden – CNH
Financial Advocacy Literacy – CNH
Tax Clinics – CNH, NLSS
Community Transportation Program (RIDE) – NLSS
Elderly Persons Centres (EPC’s) – NLSS
Pui Hong – NLSS
Employment Services
Career Exploration – NLSS
Job Works – NLSS
Youth Works – NLSS

The Essentials
Easy-Access Voicemail Program – CNH
Partners for Access and Identification (PAID) – NLSS
Vulnerable Seniors – CNH
Street Survivors – CNH
Family Support – CNH
Independent Living
Akwasti – NLSS
Chinese Programs - NLSS
Client Intervention and Assistance – NLSS
Community Dining - NLSS
Congregate Dining – NLSS
Food and Gardening – CNH
Home at Last – NLSS
In-Home Services – Coxwell
STOP Program – CNH
Supportive Housing – Coxwell
Transpotation
True Davidson Meals on Wheels – NLSS

Central Neighbourhood
House (CNH)

Neighbourhood Link
Support Services (NLSS)

Independent Living

349 Ontario Street
Toronto, ON M5A 2V8
Tel: (416) 925-4363
Fax: (416) 925-1545
email: central@cnh.on.ca

3036 Danforth Ave.
Toronto, ON M4C 1N2
Tel: (416) 691-7407
Fax: (416) 645-1001

688 Coxwell Ave.
Toronto, ON M4C 3B6
Tel: (416) 649-1000
Fax: (416) 649-1010

Settlement Services
Basic Computing and Job Search – NLSS
Conversation Circle Program – NLSS
Healthy Lifestyle Workshops – NLSS
Women’s Club – CNH
Volunteer Resources – NLSS & CNH
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Progr ams & Services

Programs and Services:

TNG Staff

Maelena Abadillo * Muni Abdal * Abdikadir Abdi * Alia Abdi * Saada Abdullahi * Alem Abebe * Ergat Abraha *
Janette Adams * Michelle Adams * Almaz Adkeme * Patrick Adu * Hiwot Afework * Soni Ahmad * Suhera Ahmed
* Sophia Aikens * Florence Akanugwo* Nazneen Akhtar * Freweini Alemayo * Sharifa Ali * Maureen Ali* Beverley
Allen * Wayne Allen* Sharon Rose Allison* Saedia Almakdeshi *Margarita Alvarado * Ethiopia Amin * Thusha
Anantharajah * Debra Anderson * Kiona Anderson * Karen Anthony * Joan Antoine * Sabta Aryemo Oloya *
Mesfin Asgedom Saba * Rosa Aviles * Kumba Ayume * Geraldine Badcock * Grace Badejoh * Safa Bafagih *
Tiblezisak Bairu * Bobbette Balgrove * Emilia Balmeo * Helen Balucay * Khalid Barra * Howard Barrett * Curtis
Beckles * Hasina Begum * Mary Belcourt * Ming Quan Bian * Joy Bissessar * Maleeka Black * Jillian Blake *
Melinda Blondin * George Boicu * Verna Boothe * Patricia Braithwaite * Arben Bregu * Vena Britton * Darren
Brown * Robert Butler * Anecito Butron * Charlene Butts * Victoria Byers * Carmela Caguioa * Ruby Callender *
Amanda Capes * Onny Castillo * Victoria Castillo * Gricelda Ceron * Nolet Chambers * Kwankit Chan * Lan Chan
* Evadne Chanderbhan * Ngewang Choden * Lobsang Chodon * Namgyal Chonzom * Danuta Chow * Tammy
Clarke * Christine Cleland * Lily Cohen * Michelle Colonna * Mariac Corbo Ibanez * Christina Costa * Sandra
Costa * Maria Cruz* Celene Cuenca * Blentin Cuko * Niena Cummings * Joyce Cunningham * Shonah Daley *
Bindu Dcunha * Eunice Deguzman * Bernaliza Dela Cruz* Marilyn Delizo * Stanislau Desouza * Sarah Distefano
* Tsering Dolker * Samkar Dolma * Jennifer Dorrell * Susan Dowling * Andre Dufour * Sachewell Dunkley *
Joannclare Eastman * Susan Edwards * Oghene Efijemuehoke * Sheri Ellis * Merla Esguerra * Florida Etchorre
* Sherylchan Evangelista * Mahalia Evering * Amelmal Eyasu * Lorie Fairburn * Jacqueline Farray * Rabaya
Fatima * Ashley Featherstone * Howard Fine * Phillip Folkes * Waishing Wilson Fong * Elizabeth Forestell *
Makeeba Foster * Elethia Francis * Irwin Gahite * Michael Gallacher * Nashana Garrick * Pamela Gawn * Donna
George * Yvonne George * Bezashe Gerbie * F Ghebremedhin * Ted Giannakopoulos * Tsehaynesh Girmay *
Maria Gjergjeli * Nigisttiku Goitom * Tocha Goldberg * Pearline Gooden * Janett Grierson * Chantel Guthrie *
Omera Habyirimana * Senaitabreham Haile * Justin Halayko * Ron Hamanaka * Li (Flora) Han * Camille Harding
* Myrna Harriott * Chanel Harris * Dylan Harte * Abdurahaman Hassan * Sabah Hassan * Mohammed Hassen *
Casera Hayden * Donna Heavens * Chandra Heeralal * Isabell Henry * Gaetan Heroux * Robert Hewitt * Patricia
Hill * Shelly Hill * Safia Hirsi * Kay Hodges * Lori Holloway * Hangying Hon * Fahmida Hossain * Edwin Huang
* Joan Humphrey * Paul Hundert * Anne Hurl * Rukuya Hussun * Camille Hutchinson * Anna Iassu *Michelle
Ilios * Sonia Jackson * Faithlyn James * Tessa James * Kathleen Jay * William Jeffery * Bannard John * Sharon
Johnson * Joy Jones * Eno Jorgji * Mulu Kachura * Aster Raesu Kahssay * Zenebech Kassa * Kathleen Kaus *
Janet Keenan * Charmaine Kelegan * Alzia Kennedy * Beatrice Kesiime * Pauline Khan Razeena * Rida Khan *
Leanne King *Susanna Gawa Kizza * Veronica Knight * Lucille Knightgreen * Theresa Konadu * Raymond Koyo *
Vijaya Kugan * Touche La * Amanda Laronde * Marivic Larosa * Paul Larsen * Toyin Lawal * Gertrude Lawrence
* Tine Lee * Senait Legesse * Mazel Leslie * Joanne Lewis * Tashi Lhamo * Mingxia (Vivien) Li * Ye Li * Bi Yu
(Becky) Liu * Shauna Lyttleton * Yanzhen Ma * Veronicaa Macdonald * Joyce Macdonald * Michael Maloney *
Brad Mascarin * Birgit Matthaes * Sajoo Yasmin Mawji * Buchillon Mayea * Eddy Mbabazi * Wendy Mcaulay
* Desrai-Ann Mccallum * Sophie Mccormack * Valrie Mcdonald * Beatrice Mclean * Robert Mclellan * Jelly
Medrano * Fady Mehany * Cindy Melo * Robert Metcalfe * Lorraine Miller * Desimira Milusheva * Naghmeh
Mohajer * Yasmin Mohamoud * Violeta Mondonedo * Geeta Motieram * Bryann Muirhead * Elisabeth Mukakabego
* Jane Mulindwa * Wayne Mullally * Marlene Mullett * Allan Munro * Susan Munro * Donika Murati * Jacqueline
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Murdock * Kelsii Naeimi * Christine Nakalema * Deborah Nambozo * Carlos Nascimento * Africa Navarro * Nazuk
Nazuk * Luula Neggash * Susan Nembhard * Vu Nguyentran * Mergere Casiano Nilo-Neypes * Rosemary Njovu *
Nikeisha Noel * Eslyn Noray * Laura Flores Oceguera * Ebere Okonkwo-Nevo * Liknam On * Asare Oppong * Gloria
Oprin * Susan O’rourke * Brown Osae * Kelly Osullivan * Corazon Palita * Stephanie Palmateer * Tsering Palmo *
Phebe Pang * Kumar Paransothy * Rabeya Parvin * Aleque Patil * Lindsey Patterson * Chevon Patterson * Tamar
Patterson * Isabel Paulo * Danielle Payne * John Peltier * Glenis Phillip * Julia Phillips * Margaret Pimentel * Linda
Postma * Cathy Prescod * Fabio Prieto * Kevin Pyke * Hasina Quader * Regina Quainoo * Rizalina Quero * Almaz
Raeggesa * Samina Rafaqat * Shibley Rahman * Elamaran Rajadurai * Jerome Ramadhin * Larisa Reznichenko * Lynn
Ridout * Durdana Rizwan * Winsome Roache * Kathleen Roath * Merle Rogers * Sharon Rollock * Susan Rooplal *
Irene Ryner * Nasrin Safary * Farida Sahadath * Seble Sahilu * Divina Salileng * Victoria Sanders * Marta Sebhate *
Linda Sexton * Nana Shamba * Ying (Selina) Shen * Frehiwot Shiferaw * Zavian Sibley * Andi Sila * Ashley Simmonds
* Gail Simpson * Magdel Skeete * Louise Sloley * Rommie Smith * Veronica Sterling * Ava Jean Stewart * Yvonne
Stewart * Christian Stouffer * Lorelie Subingsubing * Moneshwar Sukraj * Roshnie Sukraj * Vilma Tadeo * Geneva
Fay Tallow * Derrick Taylor * Mary Rose Tejada * Kim Tenn * Stacy Terriah * Kebreab Tesfaifeven * Gergish Tesfay *
Yodit Tewolde * Sharon Thompson * Xue Snow Tian * Quoc Dieu Tran * Tsvetelina Trifonova *Eurley Mae Trowers *
Solomon Tsadike * Sonam Tso * Marilyn Ugale * Estelita Ugbinada * Philip Unrau * Revelitas Vadil * Miguel Valiente
* Peter Votsch * Anne Walters * Jinghua Wang * Kang Wang * Mary Ping Wang * Amina Ware * Joyce Watson *
Keisha Watson * Xian Fen Wendy Wei * Lemlemd Weldeselassie * Elsadawite Weldeslasie * Ellen White * Jacqueline
Williams * Sylvia Williams * Shantelle Williams * Janet Louise Wilson * Veronica Wilson * Kelly Wilson * Colin Winter
* Philip Wong * Cecile Wright * Sonia Wright * Qiong John Wu * Long Wu * Xiao Wu * Jian (Victor) Xiao * Chun
Maggie Xu * Cheryl Yaacoub * Nivetha Yamunarasan * Ellen Xiumei Yan * Honghua (Lily) Yan * Qiaohong Yang
* Wen Yang * Yanna Yang * Yangchen Yangchen * Jermaine Ronquillo Ymana * Nick Zaios * Chris Chun Zhang *
Yongmei Zhang * Ling Zhao * Ying Zhao * Lixia Zhou

TNG workplace is represented by CUPE 3202 and 4308
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TNG Staff

Brought to you by...

In Memoriam

Teejay Cormier

A little part of CNH history came to an end when our friend and long-time colleague Tyson (Teejay) Cormier passed
away suddenly at his home on October 20, 2014. As our part-time Receptionist, Teejay greeted staff, parents and
program participants almost every day and had a ‘hello’ for everyone who came in our front doors.
Teejay worked at CNH for nearly 20 years; he will be sadly missed by all of us.

Silva Eski

After a brave battle with cancer, Silvana Eski, a longtime employee of NLSS, passed away on April 14, 2015. Silva
was an integral part of the finance team and will be sadly missed by all her co-workers.

